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WRITTEN OBLIGATIONS FROM THE 2ND/8TH TO THE 
4TH/10TH CENTURY* 

MICHAEL H THUNG 

University of Amsterdam 

Abstract 

In this article, based on recent research undertaken in the collection of Arabic papyri 
of the Austrian National Library in Vienna (Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer), I discuss 
four unpublished documents discovered in Egypt, all written obligations (adhkir 
huquq) dating from the second half of the 2nd/8th century to the first half of the 
4th/10th century These documents provide important documentary evidence for 
early Islamic legal practice By comparing the legal content of the documents with 
the contract formularies used by the Hanafi jurist al-Tahawi (d 321/933) in his 
Kitdb adhkdr al-huquiq, I investigate the relationship between theory and practice in 
Islamic Law 

THE CONTRIBUTION OF Arabic papyrology to our knowledge of the 

early history of Islamic law has been modest, but valuable 1 Among 
the texts investigated within this discipline, legal documents-mostly 
private contracts-constitute a rare source of documentary evidence 
from the first three centuries of Islam whose authenticity is beyond 
dispute Although these texts cannot answer the question of how and 
when Islamic law, as a legal system based on the Qur'.n and Prophetic 
traditions, came into existence, they do provide some idea of the 
manner in which Islamic law operated during that period in daily 
matters such as marriage, sale, debts and payments Moreover, a 

comparison of papyri and literary sources, especially works on shurut, 
sheds light on the relationship between legal theory and notarial 

practice 
To this end, I focus my attention here on one specific contract the 

dhikr haqq, or written obligation 2 During a recent visit to the collection 

* An earlier version of this essay was presented at the Joseph Schacht Confer- 
ence on the Theory and Practice of Islamic Law held in Leiden and Amsterdam, 
October 6-10 1994 

1 This contribution is treated in greater detail in Gladys Frantz-Murphy, 
"Arabic Papyrology and Middle Eastern Studies," MESA Bulletin 19:1 (1985), 34- 
48. 

2 On the question of whether dhikr or dhukr is the correct vocalization, see 
Ragib, Marchands d'etoffes du Fayyoum au IIIe/IXe siecle I (Le Caire, 1982), 8 In 
using the English term written obligation for this type of contract, I follow 
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of Arabic papyri of the Austrian National Library of Vienna (Papyrus 
Erzherzog Rainer) I found new material on this subject, eight hitherto 

unpublished adhkar huquq of Egyptian origin, four of which are 

presented here as a basis for discussion In this essay, I concentrate on 
the legal content of these documents, leaving aside other interesting 
features 3 

The dhikr haqq belongs to the oldest kind of Arabic deed that has 
been preserved, its earliest specimen being a document of the Louvre 
collection from the year 42/662-663, mentioned by Ragib 4 With the 

exception of one 4th/10th century document edited by Dietrich, all 

published examples of adhkdr huquq date from the 3th/9th century, the 
earliest one being from the year 231/845 5 Two of the four documents 
discussed here are datable to the 2nd/8th century, thus representing 
older examples of this type of contract 

The purpose of a dhikr haqq is to give written evidence to a legal 
claim (haqq) held by one of the contracting parties against the other 
Since the nature of this claim, as well as its origin, may vary (an issue 
to which I shall return), the dhikr haqq provided a convenient instru- 
ment for different legal transactions During the first three centuries of 
Islam its use must have been widespread in Egypt Judging from the 
Arabic papyri found in the Vienna collection, the dhikr haqq is the most 

frequently attested legal document from this period The Egyptian 
Hanafi jurist al-Tahawi (d 321/933) devoted a lengthy chapter to 
adhkar huquq in his major work on shurut, al-Jdmi' al-kablr fl'l- 
shurut This Kitdb adhkdr al-huquq, edited by Joseph Schacht in the 
1920s, serves here as my main reference 6 

Grohmann, Arabic Papyi i in the Egyptian Libraiy II (Cairo, 1936), 115-20 
3 A complete edition of the texts will appear at a later date in a volume of 

Arabic legal texts from the collection of Arabic Papyri of the Austrian National 
Library 4 Ragib, Marchands 1, 8 

5 Text editions of adhkdr huqaq can be found in the following: Margoliouth, 
Catalogue of Arabic Papyri in the John Rylands Library Manchester (Manchester, 
1933), no X 10; Grohmann, Alabic Papyii in the Egyptian Libaiy I (Cairo, 1934) 
no 48; ibid II (Cairo, 1936) no 101-03; Dietrich, Alabische Papyii aus dei 
Hambu gel Staats- und Univelsitits-Bibliothek (Leipzig, 1937), no 4; Grohmann, 
"Einige arabische Ostraka und ein Ehevertrag aus der Oase Bahriya," Studi in 
onole di Aristide Caldeiini e Robe to Paiibeni (Milano, 1957), no 2a-b; 
Grohmann, Papiii della R Univeisitd di Milano I (Milano, 1966), no 2; Levi 
Della Vida, Ai abic Papyi i in the Unive sity Museum in Philadelphia (Pennsylvania) 
(Roma, 1981), no 31; Ragib, Mai chands I, nos II-IX; Khoury, Chrestomathie de 
papyiologie arabe (Leiden, 1993), nos 14, 28-30, 44 

J Schacht, Das kitdb adkdr al-huqaq wa -ruhun aus dem al-gdmi' al-kabhi 
fi s-su it des abiu 6afar Ahmad ibn Muhammad at-Tahdwi (Heidelberg, 1927), 
hereinafter: al-Tahawi, Adhkdr al-huquq 
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For a more detailed treatment of the dhikr haqq, we turn to the 
individual documents, to be discussed in chronological order 7 The first 
document is a written obligation relating to a debt of one dinar Be- 
cause the month Rabi' II of the year 173/789 is mentioned in the text as 
the term of redemption, the document is datable to either this or the 

previous year 8 The phrasing of the document follows the standard 
formula of adhkdr huquq After the basmala, the document opens with 
"dhikr haqq", followed by the name of the creditor, in the present 
instance probably a Turkish client (mawld) of a man called Tulayb b 
Abi Sa'im, with the name Tikish 9 Then follows, preceeded by the 

preposition 'ald ("to the debit of"), the name of the debtor, a woman 
called 'Aqila bt Yisuf In the next sentence, the debt is specified "To 
her debit ('alayhd) is a dinar of standard weight (dindr qd'im) because 
of the price of wheat she has bought from Tikish" According to al- 

Tahawi, it is better to begin such a phrase with lahu 'alayhd instead of 

'alayhd He claims that the use of the shorter phrase is a practice that 

goes back to early legal authorities such as Abi Hanifah, Abu Yusuf 
and Muhammad al-Shaybani, while the addition of lahu ("due to him") 
was an improvement introduced by the 3th/9th century jurist Abu Zayd 
Ahmad b Zayd 10 Indeed, in earlier adhkdr huquq we find only 'alayhi, 
while lahu 'alayhi is common in documents beginning from the second 
half of the 3th/9th century,'1 which seems to corroborate al-Tahaiwi's 

point 
As noted, the document mentions not only the claim but also its 

origin as a sale on credit This is not done in all adhkdr huquq, and al- 
Tahawi apparently does not consider it a legal necessity In cases such 
as the one under consideration here, however, it was probably a 
common practice 12 The document's next phrase (wa-qad qabadati l- 

qamha wa-radiyat) confirms the buyer's taking possession of the object 

7 The Arabic texts may be found in the Appendix 8 This document is described in von Karabacek, Papyt us Ei zherzog Rainei, 
Fuhi er du, ch die Ausstelling (Wien 1894), no 617, where, however, the author has 
misread the text at several points 

9 From the Turkish, tegish; see Clauson, An Etymological Dictionary of Pie- 
Thirteenth-Centuiy Turkish (Oxford, 1972), 487 

10 Al-Tahawi, Adhkdi al-huquq, 3ff On Abf Zayd Ahmad b Zayd, known as 
al-Shuriti, see Jeanette Wakin, The Function of Documents in Islamic Law 
(Albany, 1972), 19ff 

1 The earliest example I have found is Ragib, Marchands I, no V, from the 
year 256/870 

12 Al-Tahawi writes, "wa-in kdna'l-haqqu min thamani bay'in fa-aradta an 
tubayyina dhalika fi kitdbika," apparently leaving the choice to the notary (Adhkdt 
al-huqiq, 7) 
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of sale and her satisfaction Al-Tahawi considers the reference to 
taking possession (qab) to be a legal necessity Suppose, he argues, 
someone says "I owe you 1000 dirhams as the price of a slave that 
you have sold to me," but the buyer subsequently contends not to have 
received the slave, while the seller says that he did In that case, 
according to Abf Yisuf and Muhammad al-Shaybani, the buyer's 
contention is valid because both parties agree that a sale was concluded 
and thus an obligation on the part of the seller to deliver the object of 
sale has been established Abfi Hanifah, on the other hand, held the 
opposite view, based on the ground that the buyer has acknowledged 
his debt to the seller 13 Statements of satisfaction are often included in 
sale contracts 14 In sale contracts, satisfaction clauses tend to empha- 
size the satisfaction of the seller, thus securing the rights of the buyer, 
whereas in the present document the clause is obviously intended to 
favor the rights of the seller, i e, the creditor of the dhikr haqq In his 
treatment of adhkdr huquq arising from sales on credit, al-Tahawi 
includes a number of additional clauses, all derived from the contract of 
sale 15 

Next, the document mentions the date of payment (mahill), implying 
that the debt was deferred (mnl ila ajal), instead of being due (hall), as 
we find in other adhkair huquq Then follows a clause for hawala 
(cession) "Whoever presents himself with this written obligation, may 
demand what is mentioned therein and she [viz, the debtor] will 
acknowledge the right of anyone to whom he [viz, the creditor] may 
transfer his claim, if God is willing (wa-man qama bi-dhikri'l-haqqi 
qtada bihi wa-man ahila 'alayhd aqarrat lahu in shd'a lldhu) " Such 
clauses, stipulating the right of the creditor to act as muhll and transfer 
the claim to another person (al-muhtal) who subsequently may demand 
payment of the debt from the debtor (al-muhtdl 'alayhi), occur 
frequently in adhkdr huquq The first part of the clause guarantees 
payment of the debt to every bearer of the deed, thereby enabling the 
creditor to transfer the claim merely by handing over the document 
According to Grohmann,16 similar stipulations are found in Demotic 
deeds, and it may well be that we are dealing here with a continuation 
of a pre-Islamic practice Interestingly, al-Tahiwi omits this part of the 

13 Al-Tahawi, Adhkar al-huquq, 8 
14 For satisfaction clauses in contracts of sale, see Wakin, Documents, 58 and 

Gladys Frantz-Murphy, "A Comparison of Arabic and Earlier Egyptian Contract 
Formularies, Part III," Journal of Near Eastern Studies 47 (1988), 106ff 

15 Al-Tahiwi, Adhkdr al-huquq, 7 
16 Grohmann, Egyptian Library 1, 116 
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clause in his formulary, where he discusses a similar stipulation that he 
deems weak (da'if) because it would allow the deed to be utilized by 
someone who is not entitled to do so (ihtamala an yaquma bihi man ld 

yajibu lahu l-qiydmu bihi) 17 The second part of the hawala clause, 
containing the debtor's acknowledgement (iqrdr) of his obligation to 

pay to the muhtdl, is considered by al-Tahawi to be necessary because 
of the opinion of some scholars that the debtor is not obligated to agree 
to the hawala except in cases in which the creditor obliges him to do so 

by means of a stipulation in the contract (ad yajibu li'l-muqirri qabulu 1- 
hawdlati 'alayhi ( ) ilia an yakuna'l-muqarru lahu qadi shtarata 
dhdlika 'alayhi) 18 It is worth mentioning that, according to Islamic law, 
the debtor can act as muhil as well if another person owes him the 
same amount of money as he owes his creditor, he can transfer this 
claim to the creditor (becoming the muhtdl) and be discharged of his 
debt Of this right, however, no mention is made in adhkdr huquq 

The last part of the contract, containing the names of the witnesses, 
is lost Only the word shahida and a part of the name of the first 
witness are legible The handwriting indicates that the witnesses did not 

sign the contract themselves, but were merely mentioned by the notary 
The second document is a dhikr haqq from the year 178/795 relating 

to the delivery of wheat The date of the contract is mentioned in a sen- 

tence, part of which has been lost, located above the actual text, which 

probably contained a declaration of the notary confirming his writing 
of the deed The year is written in Greek numerals (poii) The beginning 
of the contract follows the standard pattern the basmala, followed by 
dhikr haqq, and then, in succession, the name of the claimant, a man 
called Sa'id b Zakariya, and that of the person against whom the claim 
is made, 'Abdallah b 'Abd al-Rahman (the two names are connected 

by the preposition 'ald) The claim follows 167 ardeb of excellent 
hulled wheat (qamh naslljayyid) to be delivered at the end of the month 
Rabi' II of the next year in the town of al-Fayyim Although the origin 
of the claim is not specified, we surmise that it must have been a sale 
with advance payment for future delivery (bay' salam) The use of 
adhkdr huqaq for this type of transaction must have been common, for 
it is attested in several documents, particularly in connection with the 
sale of agricultural products, but also in contracts between merchants 
and manufacturers 19 It is interesting that al-Tahawi does not mention 

17 Al-Tahawi, Adhkdr al-huqaq, 4 
18 Al-Tahawi, Adhkdr al-huquq, 5 
19 Among the adhkdr huquq that I found in the Vienna collection, there is a 

similar contract concerning the delivery of wheat (PER A P 10047), another 
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this practice, restricting the use of adhkdr huquq to monetary debts For 
salam contracts he uses a different formulary, included in his Kitdb al- 
buyu', where his treatment of salam gives us some idea about the diver- 
gence of legal opinion on this subject 20 Indeed, the notion of salam in 
Islamic law is problematic, as it contradicts certain rules governing the 
contract of sale 21 We need not treat this matter here in detail to under- 
stand that it was probably the main reason why salam transactions are 
usually concluded by means of a dhikr haqq in which no mention is 
made of salam, thereby avoiding legal pitfalls 22 

The date of delivery is followed by a hawala clause, here consisting 
of only the first part of the clause discussed in our first document, i e, 
the stipulation that any bearer of the deed can demand payment from 
the creditor Although the last part of the contract, containing the wit- 
nesses' declarations, is partly lost, what remains suggests that at least 
three witnesses signed the contract and affirmed that their testimony 
was written by themselves (wa-kataba shahddatahu bi-yadihi) This 
makes this papyrus the earliest extant example of an Arabic contract 
containing an autograph declaration of witnesses Two other examples 
from the end of the second century are known a deed of lease 
mentioned by Khan from the year 180/796 and a fragmentary papyrus 
dated 195/811, edited by Grohmann 23 In older deeds the names of 
witnesses are mentioned by the notary only in a witnessing clause at 
the end of contract 24 The appearance of autograph declarations in 
contracts during the last quarter of the 2nd century may be related to the 
institution of professional witnesses ('udal) which, according to al- 
Kindi, was introduced in Egypt by the qadi Ibn Fudala in 174/790 25 

The third document is a dhikr haqq from the end of the 3d/beginning 
of the 10th century (Dhi al-Hijjah 290/October-November 903) relat- 
ing to a debt of two dinars, owed by a certain Yusr b Yahya to a 

concerning wheat and barley (PER A P 10046), and a third concerning flax (PER 
A P 1722) Ragib, Marchands 1, published nine adhkar huquq for the delivery of 
linen by manufacturers to cloth-merchants (nos II-IX) 20 Al-Tahawi, Kitdb al-buyu', ed Jeanette Wakin (Albany, 1972), 193ff 

21 For a systematic treatment of this subject, see Saleh, Unlawful Gain and 
Legitimate Profit in Islamic Law (Cambridge, 1986), 71ff 

2 For a similar observation, see Ragib, Marchands 1, 7 
23 Khan, Bills, Letters and Deeds Arabic Papyri of the 7th to 11th Centuries 

(The Nasser D Khalili Collection of Islamic Art , vol V, Oxford, 1993), 173; 
Grohmann, Egyptian Library I, no 51 

24 E g, Khan, Bills, Letters and Deeds, no 97; David-Weill, Cahen et al, 
"Papyrus Arabes du Louvre III," Journal of the Economic and Social Histoiy of the 
Orient, 21 (1978), 146-64, no 24; PER A P 726v 

25 See Khan, Bills, Letters and Deeds, 173 
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woman with an unfamiliar Arabic name, perhaps 'Adin (?) bt 
'Abdallah The first part of the contract, containing the basmala and the 
name of the creditor, is lost (the creditor's name is repeated subse- 
quently in contract) After mentioning the name of the debtor, the text 
continues "He owes her (lahd 'alayhi) two dinars [ ] to be paid 
immediately at any time she wishes to take them from him (dindr[ayni 

] mu'ajjalayni ayya waqtin shd'at akhadhathum minhu) " The use of 
the term mu'ajjal to indicate immediate payment is unusual in adhkdr 
huquq, whereas it is frequently attested in marriage contracts, where it 
is used to denote the part of the nuptial gift paid before the marriage 
(mu'ajjal al-saddq) In cases of debts that are outstanding, the term hall 
is usually used, as by al-Tahwi 26 Statements confirming the right of 
the creditor to demand payment at any time he wishes are often con- 
nected with this 27 In the present document, such a phrase occurs three 
times After a clause stipulating the right of every bearer of the deed to 
demand payment (wa-man qdma bi-hddha'l-haqqi 'ald Yusr akhad- 
hahu) the document reiterates that "whenever 'Adin (?) bt 'Abdallih 
wishes, she can take these two dinars from Yusr b Yahya " Here, the 
phrase seems to be a needless repetition, the creditor apparently being 
at pains to assert her rights In order to cash the debt, she has appointed 
the son of her maternal aunt (ibn khalatihd), Hudayd b al-Hasan, as 
her proxy (wakll) The contract continues "Whenever Hudayd b al- 
Hasan wishes, he may take these two dinars from Yusr b Yahya with- 
out delay or respite (bi-ld muddfa'atin wa-ld sabrin), if not, he may in- 
crease the sum (hattd yazlda Hudayd b al-Hasan dhalika) " Although 
clauses against delay of payment are not unusual in adhkdr huquiq, this 
clause goes a step further, since the threat of increasing the amount 
owed obviously is intended as a means of exerting pressure on the 
debtor Moreover, if the creditor actually executed such a stipulation, he 
would be violating the Qur'anic prohibition against usury (ribd) If my 
reading of the document is correct,28 such a stipulation is remarkable 
because it clearly contradicts a Qur'anic verse, which should have been 
sufficient grounds to invalidate the entire contract The contract ends 
with a witnessing clause, followed by the declarations of four witnes- 
ses, three written in the same hand, which suggests that at least two of 
the witnesses were illiterate 

26 Al-Tahawi, Adhkdr al-huquq, 3 
27 See Khoury, Chrestomathie, no 29; PER AP 5211; a similar phrase is 

mentioned in al-Tahawi, Adhkdi al-huqiq, 16 
28 The only other possibility is to read yui Ida instead of yazlda, which, in the 

present context, does not make much sense 
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The fourth and last document is a dhikr haqq written on paper from 
the first half of the 4th/10th century (Sha'ban 331/April-May 943) 
relating to a debt of eight dinars 29 To the best of my knowledge, only 
one other dhikr haqq from this period has been published to date,30 and 
these two documents constitute the latest examples of this type of 
contract During the 4th/10th century, adhktir huquq became obsolete 
and were replaced by iqrdr documents, that is, a formal acknowledge- 
ment by the debtor at the beginning of the contract As Khan has 
observed, the same development took place with regard to deeds of 
quittance (bard'a), probably because in both the dhikr haqq and the 
bara'a, the formulation of the deed refers to the document itself rather 
than to the legal act connected with it This implies that the written 
document was a constitutive element, whereas in an iqrar the document 
functions as a declarative instrument, recording the fact that the 
acknowledgement has taken place, which is legally more secure 31 

The present document, which is much longer than the preceeding 
ones, conforms to the rules of shurut and uses a sophisticated juridical 
language (many of its phrases are found in al-Tahawi's treatise) Some 
of these characteristics appear at the beginning of the document, where 
the contracting parties are mentioned not only by name and patronymic, 
but also by profession (the profession of the father of the female 
creditor is specified), place of residence and, in the case of the debtor, 
nisba32 We learn that the creditor was a woman bearing a Coptic name 
(either Tfisfah or Tusaqah),33 that she was the daughter of a tailor by 
the name of Papostolos,34 and that she lived in the town of Ushmun, 
and that the debtor was a man of Nubian origin by the name of Abf 
Hudayd al-Asfar b Abi'l-Aswad, that he too was a tailor, and that, 
although from al-Fustit, he was living in Ushmfin at the time that the 
deed was formulated 

29 This deed is also mentioned in von Karabacek, Fiihrer (no 962), although 
his description is incorrect on several points 30 Dietrich, Arabische Papyri, no 4 

31 See Khan, Bills, Letters and Deeds, 174; Schacht, An Introduction to 
Islamic Law (Oxford, 1964), 151 

32 This was done in order to prevent confusion between people carrying the 
same names; see Tyan, Le notariat et le regime de la preuve par ecrit dans la 
piatique du droit musulman (Lyon, 1945), 54; al-Tahawi, Kitdb al-buyi', 7ff 

33 Abbott, The Monasteries of the Fayyam (Chicago, 1937), 12 read a name 
with similar rasm as T0sanah If, as seems likely, we are dealing with the same 
name, her interpretation is wrong, for here the second last letter must be either qaf 
or fa' 

4 Derived from the Greek name, AnOrTxoX;, to which the Coptic article has 
been added 
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The debt--eight gold dinars of mithqdl-weight-is specified as qita', 
that is, the sum was to be paid in fractions of coins Although the use 
of clippings in financial transactions was not admitted by legal doc- 
trine, it must have been a common practice, for we find it mentioned in 
several other papyri 35 The debt is said to be "a binding, valid obliga- 
tion (daynan thdbitan lIziman lahu), in his debt, from his money, dur- 

ing his life or after his death (fi dhimmatihi wa-milihi wa-mahydhu wa- 

mamatihi) " Similar phrases frequently are found in works on shurut, 
and documentary evidence36 It is stipulated that the debt will be paid in 

monthly installments (munajjama) of a quarter dinar, a stipulation that 
resembles one used by al-Tahawi 37 Next there occurs a clause that 
often is used in both adhkdr huquiq and iqrcr documents, forbidding the 
debtor to delay payment or to raise any objections (ld yuddfi'u bi- 
dhalika wa-kl yahtajju bi-hujjatin min jamr'i l-wujuhi wa'l-asbdbi 
kullihd) 38 The contract then states that this (wa-dhalika, meaning the 

obligation to pay the debt) is based on a binding obligatory legal claim 
(bi-amri haqqin wdjibin ldzimin), known to the debtor ('arafahu) and 
incumbent upon him because of his iqrar made to the creditor (wa- 
lazimahu 'l-iqrdru lahd), thus insuring formal acknowledgement of the 
claim 39 Another iqrdr is made by the debtor confirming his solvency 
(wa-aqarra annahu malPun waliyun bi-hddhihi'l-dandnlri ( ) wa- 

ad'dfihc) Although this clause is not mentioned by al-Tah.wi, we find 
it in later Shafi'i works on shurit 40 A final clause in the contract con- 
firms that the debtor made his iqrdr while sound of body and mind (fi 
sihhati 'aqlihi wa-badanihi), being legally competent (jawdzi amrihi), 
acting of his own volition (td'i'un ghayru mukrahin) and being known 

personally ('ala ma'rifatihi bi-'aynihi, meaning that he was physicially 
recognizable), by name and by descent (ismihi wa-nasabihi) 41 At the 
end of the contract, the date is specified, followed by the witnesses' 
declarations 

35 See Grohmann, Egyptian Library IV, 226; David-Weill, "Papyrus Arabes du 
Louvre I," Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, 8(1965), 281; 
Wakin, Documents, 87 

36 E g, al-Tahawi, Adhkdr al-huquq, 3; Grohmann, Egyptian Lib ary I, nos 
65, 66, 68; ibid II, nos 98, 105-111; Dietrich, Arabische Papyii, no 4 

37 Al-Tahawi, Adhkdr al-huquiq, 13 
38 See Grohmann, Egyptian Libarary II, nos 99-103, 105-11; Khoury, 

Chrestomathie, nos 27, 33, 34; Dietrich, Arabische Papyri, no 4 
39 See al-Tahawi, Adhkdr al-huquq, 6 
40 Al-Asyiti, Jawdhir al-'uqud wa-mu'in al-quddt wa'l-muwaqqi'in wa'l- 

shuhud, 2 vols (Cairo, 1955), vol I, 27; al-Nuwayri, Nihdyat al-'arab fifunun al- 
adab, 9 vols (Cairo 1933), vol IX, 11 

41 See al-Tahawi, Kitdb al-buya', 29; Wakin, Documents, 93ff 
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Some general observations can be made by way of conclusion As 
is well-known, Islamic law does not regard written documents as legal 
evidence For practical reasons, however, written documents were 
widely used in many legal transactions already in the first century of 
Islam This practice gave rise to a special branch of legal science, the 
'ilm al-shurut, which, by the end of the 3th/9th century, was fully 
developed as indicated by the works of al-Tahawi But already in docu- 
ments emanating from the 2nd/8th century, we find formulae typical of 
shurut, as in adhkair huquq It remains to be determined whether or not 
these early examples of shurat should be considered as genuinely 
Islamic, or, rather, as a continuation of earlier practices, as may be the 
case with hawala clauses Some initial attempts to explore this question 
have been made by Hoenerbach and, more recently, by Frantz-Murphy, 
whose findings suggest that Arabic contract formulae are heavily 
influenced by Greco-Egyptian legal practice 42 Thus, Islamic jurists, 
such as al-Tahawi and his predecessors, contributed to the process of 
adapting established legal conventions to the precepts of Islamic law, 
an ongoing process that is reflected in early legal documents Converse- 
ly, some documents seem to have been written in a deliberate attempt to 
circumvent certain Islamic prescriptions, as in the case of bay' salam 
The dhikr haqq proved to be a convenient instrument in this regard, 
because it specifies the claim without necessarily referring to its origin, 
and because its stipulations tend to be unilaterally in favor of the 
claimant, sometimes in violation of the letter of Islamic law 

42 Hoenerbach, "Some Notes on the Legal Language of Christian and Arabic 
Deeds," Journal of the American Oriental Society, 81 (1961), 34-38; Gladys Frantz- 
Murphy, "A Comparison of Arabic and Earlier Egyptian Contract Formularies, 
Part I-IV," Journal of Near Eastern Studies, 40:3 (1981), 203-25; 44:2 (1985), 99- 
114; 47:2 (1988), 105-12; 47:4 (1988), 269-80 
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WRITTEN OBLIGATIONS 

APPENDIX 

Texts 

1 
PER A P 893 

173 A H /789 A D 

;98 (r) [iL] -u JM 3S A, C R j (Y ) J1 j>1 UI^ ( ( T) \l ) 
0 J^ c^j . S j (?) 

" 
, 4d-\ ] J 4J ^ ' s i - 

j^1 (5) (I4t' r1 JG ik<-^ 9u La <- 9 s ^ j ( ) > J^ ] 
(Y) Jlo) J -[-I JI L]_: 0i J/Lo/3jl . Ji i L;2. 4 

2 
PER A P 1682r 

DhO l-Qa'da 178 A H /January-February 795 A D 

.,j a [dj-- .F](r) )Jl t [, ](T) s-- - i <[ ]( ) 
3~ ; {---i:] (O) .e. u.J ~j ' , 4 ]- (t) ,)\ . ~ .l ,8 L J 

j^-l ] ( 9) ? 4-j p uY jt- ] (c) 9 4 r+' )J ai 4-> 
0J. 4;)L ' u ] .'[-,'-! @ [ ] (A) ,a' 4 .S ' . (-. [ 4.'. 

~.. 4,?- ' [ ] ( '.) 

3 
PER AP 1102 

Dhu l-Hijja 290 A H /October-November 903 A D 

. J J. . . [4.u3 -e [C (.) .. j- .j7,] (C) [&l ?9-1 .U1 r-3] (o) 

]a-_ [o; ] (t), 1 -r A S t J1 . A ou. c1 , J4L[ ] [ ̂ ] (r) J44 
4Js. Ji - a, r % (?.) j.w iS Ll .' ?. [-] () .-0 .u.S .J[C1. 
Yj \j)L? $ , ! ,. ^ Aj4JJl LL -l (1) Ul l > U l b- l0 l @ 

-Ls+? (A) uA ̂ j cL;" <- j j 4 C ^ j LUj ai. Lt ̂ ^ (V) ^ ^ ^- 

J\it 636+ J; +! (<) ;41 C5j j A ̂ i \ JJl J 1 c.rw 
L^ j L . 

aJ 
II 

<a J ^l^lU Ia5 3 L[j ] ( .) 1 Jxilt; L^ L J- <J 

yJv;t 
A 

i^. c- j aj U3l, jU JI (U ) JLL\ i6Jj -oL -4 

(T) l @ , + ( r) j@11 l, J IL H JLL vacat , ,, -i ( T) ,SL 

Ll.j ( jyJ < . iJVl 5i^ ^ (\ t) J yu Jo lJuA j L. 
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4 
PER A Ch 3577r 

Sa'ban 331 A H /April-May 943 A D 

dp oi <.. '.ui~ .uu .t- c.~i (T.) au.~ ~ ~j (Y ) .e,.1 o' ji s i. (\) 
u j^l L. JL J1 U-L 4 1 ,,I ,1 ji 1 ,j 1 ^1 (r) L-I-I L9 LjL ( 
(O) I ..At o.) ^l 4j 1..j lJ '.Y ,L l LJ Uji j rig - l (f) - 

0 wo) CJ Jj1 4 1p jA. -r Jj5 J c ^ ^ J^ y1 ^ r j u^l Ce 
J9 (V) _ lf -J ) J.0 ( ) . j . .A (left jl 

41 jb u lj.Y^ j :r3 t (U) j Lr 4. j;jI o1 @ u? 8 [] (5) WI Ji1 

/I1 wk y 49i l 
k J y . b Ixl ^H^ Lysi j J[j] (\ .) J 

LSAJ 4_, jA djL ^. -j * J S < u 4 [t ] (\ T) f 

@ p\YI 1\.L>LI ^1 jl j iS JL ^ j^ ^11 < [j ] (\ T) 4JW , 
- 

L ?) !p .;j J iS JL [ ] (right - 
L a) bUaIi LL JIY J I 

4wL? ,^ (left - 5 o) j^1 ,Ijl J l.s @ L @ (T) ,^. @ (ey1 ^ (left 
[ ] (~ a) lMl Jc LSr.l ~ . L. 

a~ 
c. 

[ 

a~] (right - o) [ ( _. L\Y 

[ ] 
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